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Back to nature with Stuck in air travel
hell?
Blame
long
winter food and wine shadow of Covid
pairing from Creation
CARRIER DEBT

David Fickling

• A slice of heaven with six chapters of taste exploration in the Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Sanet Oberholzer

S

itting in the Creation
Tasting Room
restaurant I need not
wonder why the
name chosen for this
wine region is the Hemel-enAarde Valley. Safely cradled by
the Babylon’s Tower mountain
range in the swells of the earth
where some of the country’s
most celebrated wine farms are
found, this is what I imagine a
slice of heaven must look like:
green, abundant and beautiful
scenes of tranquillity with a
glass of fine red in hand.
Such is the slice of heaven
that Swiss winemaker JeanClaude Martin and his SA wife,
Carolyn, carved out for
themselves after acquiring the
property in 2002 that Creation
was named the 10th best
vineyard in the world and the
top vineyard in Africa by the
World’s Best Vineyards Awards
in 2021.
With the combination of clay
soil and cool sea breezes, this is
a terroir that produces the finest
chardonnays and pinot noirs.
And while the wines most
certainly lure crowds of people
on any given day, Creation has
developed a reputation among
gourmands for its wine pairing
and tasting menus.
It seems to be only fitting,
given that Hermanus, and the
entire Overstrand region, was
recognised as Africa’s first
Unesco City of Gastronomy
in 2019.
It is precisely for this reason
that I found myself in the Tasting
Room recently. I was not there
to admire the splendid views
only but to experience their
Return to Nature tapas-style
tasting menu, a six-course
winter food and wine pairing.
My taste journey starts with
an immune-boosting shot and a
canapé of cauliflower and
turmeric crudités served with a
touch of macadamia butter
and fennel.
I take a sip of the Creation
Sauvignon Blanc, hold a
periwinkle shell to my ear and
imagine blissful, sun-kissed
beach days. Another sip, this
one more intense.
The menu has been designed
to showcase anti-inflammatory

Dainty dish: Nature’s nutrient
soup with herb bratzeli and
green rosti paired with a blend
of sauvignon blanc and sémillon.
/Supplied

Echoes of beach days: Immunity boosting shot with cauliflower turmeric crudités. /Supplied

Return to
nature: A
view from the
Tasting Room
restaurant on
the Creation
property.
/Supplied
and immune-boosting foods
that are presented in a sequence
so as to keep blood sugar and
energy levels low, translating
into healthy but thoughtful
dishes for winter.
After the appetiser, diners
are taken on six chapters of
taste exploration, each course
paired with a wine and carefully
considered sensorial element,
from the crockery to natural
touches that add textures,
smells and sounds.
Our first chapter, Passion,
came in the form of nature’s
nutrient soup served in a dainty
bowl presented on a vine leafshaped dish made by a local
potter. This was paired with a
blend of sauvignon blanc and
sémillon and served with herb
bratzeli, which were best
enjoyed dipped into a generous
lick of olive oil produced on the
farm. As Carolyn explains,

Creation places a big emphasis
on sustainability and 80% of the
produce used for the menu is
sourced from within 80km of
the farm. While a fully vegan
menu is available, the standard
tasting menu is 80% plantbased and features sustainably
sourced fish, free-range
chicken, and springbok.
I most enjoyed the portion of
perfectly steamed line-caught
hake. Flaky with a silky skin, it
rested on a bright citrus
emulsion, the zestiness a
balanced foil to the richness of
the fish, which paired
seamlessly with a glass of the
Creation Viognier between
wafts of orange peel floating
from the fruit’s waxy skin
where your fingers bruised it.
The dish of coq au
chardonnay offered an
innovative spin on a French
classic. Slow cooked in

chardonnay instead of red wine
and imbued with saffron, it’s a
clever dish that allowed the
Creation Reserve Chardonnay
to shine through.
My favourite wine from the
lunch has to be the Creation
Pinot Noir Reserve.
A cut above your average
pinot noir, it’s smooth and
delicate as a good pinot noir
should be, yet complex with a
depth of flavour reminiscent of
berries — the perfect vessel to
marry the savoury springbok
loin with the earthiness of baby
beetroots and peppery notes of
nasturtium leaves.
And then on to the sweet
ending of the meal. A guinea
fowl feather spritzed with a light
spray of the Creation Perfume of
Wine lingered before my nose
as a dainty dessert creation was
placed before me. A light choux
pastry gave way to a dark truffle

Every bite a delight: Choux
pastry with raspberry sumac
paired with Creation Estate
Pinot Noir. /Supplied
filling: luxury in every bite
bursting with pops of
pomegranate and zingy
raspberry gel.
And the final flourish — a
rich, melt-in-the-mouth Cape
Vintage praline to pair with a
glass of the Creation Fine Cape
Vintage. It’s a double dose of
sweetness with a measured bite
of bitter coco. An elegant ending
to an elegant meal.
● Oberholzer was a guest of
Creation Wines.
● Creation’s Return to Nature
food and wine pairing costs
R795 per person and booking is
essential. Make your
reservation at
reservations@creationwines.com
or phone 028 212 1107.
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uch of the rich world
is emerging from two
years of pandemic
more flush than it’s ever been.
Deposits held by consumers at
US commercial banks are
roughly $3.5-trillion above
where they would have been if
they continued the
prepandemic trend, a position
that inflation is only starting to
eat away.
For the airline industry, it is
precisely the opposite. While
travel volumes are returning to
something like normality in
most of the world, the legacy of
Covid-19 — in the form of the
vast debts clocked up during
two years on life support — has
barely shifted.
If you are looking for an
explanation for the chaotic
scenes of cancelled flights, lost
baggage and passenger number
caps at airports this northern
hemisphere summer, it is worth
considering the drastic costcutting the industry will be
undergoing for many years
to come.
Airlines would dearly love to
tempt passengers back with the
promise of a return to business
as usual. The stubbornly
persistent debts they are holding
make that almost impossible.
Net borrowings by more
than 100 airlines globally for
which Bloomberg has data
were running at a combined
$377.85bn in their latest reports,
more than a third higher than
the $281.03bn at the same time
in 2019 — and that was already a
rough year for the aviation
industry, thanks to rising costs
and trade tensions. Compared to
2018, debts have doubled.
While traffic volumes are
starting to recover, profits are
not. Earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and
amortisation (ebitda) over the
past 12 months across the
industry amounted to $25.77bn
— an improvement on the
$45.98bn ebitda loss a year
earlier, but barely more than a
third of typical levels going into
the pandemic.
The relationship between
those two figures is a decent
benchmark for a company’s
ability to service its debts. Right
now it is a flashing red
emergency sign.
Banks start to get worried
when their corporate
borrowers have debts
amounting to more than three
or four times their ebitda. That

Flight blight: Passengers queue at Reagan Washington National
Airport, in the US, on July 11 2022. /Nathan Howard/Getty Images
number went to 4.7 this time
two years ago, before heading
off the charts last year when
ebitda turned negative. This
year, it is worse than it was in
2020, at 14.7 — almost
unimaginable levels for any
solvent company, let alone an
entire industry.
Of 113 companies for which
Bloomberg has the relevant
data, just 23 are able to meet
their interest payments out of
earnings before interest and tax.
Those numbers may well get
worse before they get better. Jet
fuel prices, which typically
make up 20%-30% of costs for
airlines, are about 50% above
their 2019 levels, at $132.31 a
barrel in Singapore. In June, they
hit an all-time high of $164.30.
Though net debt levels are
down marginally since peaking
midway through last year, the
cost of servicing those loans has
also ballooned as interest rates
have climbed.
On a very rough estimate
taken from the yield on 10-year
US government bonds, airlines’
interest bill this year is almost
double what it was 12 months
ago, despite an 8.4% reduction
in borrowings.
Investors have taken notice.
The Bloomberg World Airlines
index, a share price tracker
which staged a remarkable
recovery in the year through
March 2021, has been trending
down ever since. It is currently
at levels comparable to the
darkest months of the
pandemic.
The travel chaos is best
understood as an outcome of
airlines struggling to rein in the
few costs they can control.
About half of the world’s nearly
500,000 baggage handlers
were put out of work in the

early months of the pandemic,
and tight labour markets since
have made it hard to tempt
people back to such low-wage,
low-security jobs.
That has been made worse
by the fact that we appear to be
focusing our travel more than
ever on peak periods, when the
pressure on ground services is
highest.
Airlines can also save money
if they cram the passengers
from three flights due to fly onethird empty into two planes, one
reason many have been
trimming their schedules and
cancelling more departures
than usual.
Passengers will always end
up blaming their travel misery
on airlines, but all the problems
being experienced right now are
the result of an industry that is
still fighting to survive after two
years in limbo.
The chaos at baggage
carousels and security lines
won’t improve until airports see
their cash flows recover, which
in turn depends on the carriers
who contribute the biggest
chunk of their revenues
chipping away at their own
debt piles.
At a time when inflation is
picking up everywhere, global
passenger yields — the amount
of money made for flying each
passenger 1km — are still likely
to end the year at roughly the
same level as they were in 2019,
around 7 US cents or so.
The problem in the airline
industry is not that it is
profiteering from our misery. It
is that we are still not prepared
to pay for the service we want.
Until airlines and airports work
off Covid-19’s debt overhang,
that situation is unlikely to
change. /Bloomberg
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ben Sadie has been
making waves —
some tsunami-like,
others persistent
ripples — in the Cape
wine industry for close to a
quarter of a century.
I first met him in 1998 as the
founding winemaker of the
Spice Route winery outside
Malmesbury. At the time the
operation was a joint venture
between current owner Charles
Back, Gyles Webb, John Platter
and Jabulani Ntshangase.
Clearly his nascent talents were
evident to the wine-savvy
shareholders. Within a few
years he had moved on, setting
up Sadie Family Wines, an
enterprise that has been
instrumental in redefining Cape
wine — and its image abroad —
in a way no other producer or
cellar can begin to rival.
Hindsight offers a curiously
skewed vision of reality: it
suggests that the present is the

Acclaimed Eben Sadie continues to blaze trails at home and abroad

MICHAEL FRIDJHON
planned and inexorable result of
a series of events and decisions
that began at the moment of
inception and continued in a
linear fashion until the present.
Sadie would be the first to
disabuse anyone that his
journey has been a
straightforward passage from
his first bottling in 2000 to
where he is now.
His decision — inspired
partly by his stint at Spice Route
— to ground the style of wine he
wanted to produce in the
severe, sometimes harsh, often
intractable landscape of the
Swartland was central to

everything that followed. In that
sense, his voyage set out with a
sense of purpose that has
defined where its wanderings
have taken it in the past two
decades. Similarly, the
inspiration that led him to build
his business on vineyards he
didn’t own but could control and
manage must count as an equal
component to its DNA.
In a way, he had no choice:
talented winemakers who
haven’t inherited their estates or
won the lotto are compelled to
source their fruit from land
owned by grape growers. How
they do this defines the
difference between what Sadie
has achieved and the many who
produce their wines at the
mercy of their grape suppliers.
His original vision was a single
wine, one that by its very nature
would be the authentic
expression of the Swartland.
Thus was born Columella, a
multisite, multivarietal wine that

in its latest (2020) iteration
comprises a six-cultivar blend
with grapes sourced from 11
vineyards. Through it Sadie has
become the icon of the
winemaker-as-pioneer school
of fine wine, not just in SA but
pretty much everywhere in the
winemaking world.
In 2017, the members of the
Institute of Masters of Wine
voted him the Winemakers’
Winemaker — perhaps the most
coveted award worldwide in
the fine wine industry.
In SA, he is also celebrated
for trailblazing the field of

IT WAS SADIE’S
ICONIC STATURE THAT
DETERMINED WHAT IS
NOW SEEN AS THE
DEFINING FEATURE OF
THE MODERN CAPE
FINE WINE INDUSTRY

winemaker-as-prospector,
having worked with Rosa
Kruger for most of the past two
decades in tracking down
extraordinary old vine sites and
rescuing them from oblivion.
Without the success of Sadie
Family Wines, it is unlikely the
Old Vine Project, which has
played such a crucial role in
saving the Cape’s viticultural
heritage and giving SA a unique
calling card abroad, would have
been launched.
It was Sadie’s iconic stature
that determined what is now
seen as the defining feature of
the modern Cape fine wine
industry. Indeed, the sheer force
of his personality kept it on
course when the gap between
intention and achievement
threatened to derail it. Sadie
himself makes this clear, by
acknowledging the
shortcomings of his early wines
and highlighting the changes he
implemented to arrive at his

current crop of releases.

VINE TREASURES

His wines fall into two
categories: the original “single
Swartland wine” concept — now
one red and one white — and
the “Ouwingerdreeks — Old
Vines Series”. The former
comprises Columella (the red
wine) and Palladius (the white
wine counterpart) — both from
the 2020 vintage. Both are
similarly priced at about R1,000
a bottle and are mostly sold on
allocation (though because the
wines have just come to market
there should be stocks at
leading wine merchants).
The second, and for me the
more interesting range, is the
single-site old vine treasures,
mainly from the Swartland and
the Citrusdal mountains. Here
the pricing is about R400 a
bottle (except for the Mev
Kirsten) and at these prices they
all substantially overdeliver.

● Soldaat — from the
Piekenierskloof: 42-year-old
grenache noir vines yielding a
wine that is savoury and
nuanced, though pretty rather
than complex.
● Pofadder — comfortably the
best cinsaut produced in SA
(and possibly in the world):
fresh and nuanced, with
seductive mid-palate
sweetness.
● Treinspoor — from an ancient
tinta barocca block, plummy
and savoury, not rustic but not
overpolished, bright and intense.
● Skerpioen — harvested from
limestone-rich soils a few
kilometres from the ocean:
saline, fresh and flinty, a blend of
chenin and palomino.
● Kokerboom — from a highaltitude (600m) site in the
Citrusdal mountains, made from
a block of semillon blanc and
semillon gris now almost 90
years old. Before Sadie
“discovered” the site, the grapes

went into papsak. It delivers
fabulous intensity, with stone
fruit and lemon zest notes.
● Skurfberg — a most unlikely
location that has become the
site of many of the Cape’s most
original and innovative wines.
Limey, restrained and ageworthy.
● ’T VoetPad — from an
extraordinary ungrafted
vineyard in the Swartland, a
field blend of chenin, semillon,
palomino and muscat: tight and
linear. Should (and may very
well have to) price alongside the
Mev Kirsten at double the cost
of the other Ouwingerdreeks
wines.
● Kirsten — now really showing
an almost incandescent
luminosity and fully expressing
the value of century-old
Stellenbosch Jonkershoek
chenin: concentrated, pure,
unmediated by cellar technique:
great fruit transformed into
great wine.

